Concepts and ways to amplify the antitumor immune response.
In this chapter, a detailed description of how the innate and adaptive immune responses interact with malignant cells is presented. In addition, we discuss how developing tumors establish themselves, and how they benefit on one hand and organize their defense against the immune system on the other hand. New data from three tumor model systems in mice are discussed; in particular, the intricate interactions between the immune cells and the tumor cells are highlighted. With the present data and knowledge, we conclude that a first prerequisite for the combat against tumors is the activation of the innate immune system via external danger signals or damage signals and internal danger signals. The second prerequisite for efficient tumor cell eradication is combined therapeutic approaches of physical, chemical, pharmacological, and immunological origin. Finally, we propose new ways for further investigation of the relationship linking tumor cells and our defense system. It appears mandatory to understand how the malignant cells render the adaptive immune cells tolerant instead of turning them into aggressive effectors and memory cells. Perhaps, the most important thing, for immunologists and clinicians, to understand is that tumor cells must not be viewed just as antigens but much more.